A Demonstration of GPTuner: A GPT-Based Manual-Reading Database Tuning System
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ABSTRACT

Selecting appropriate values for the configurable knobs of Database Management Systems (DBMS) is crucial to improve performance. But because such complexity has surpassed the abilities of even the best human experts, database community turns to machine learning (ML)-based automatic tuning systems. However, these systems still incur significant tuning costs or only yield sub-optimal performance, attributable to their overly high reliance on black-box optimization and an oversight of domain knowledge. This paper demonstrates GPTuner, a manual-reading database tuning system that leverages Large Language Model (LLM) to bridge the gap between black-box optimization and white-box domain knowledge. This demonstration empowers (1) regular users with limited tuning experience to gain qualitative insights on the features of knobs, and optimize their DBMS performance automatically and efficiently, (2) database administrators and experts to further enhance GPTuner by simply contributing their invaluable tuning suggestions in natural language. Finally, we offer visitors the opportunity to explore a range of DBMS and optimization metrics, coupled with the flexibility to tailor their target workloads to their specific needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tuning configurable parameters (i.e., knobs) of modern Database Management Systems (DBMS) is crucial to improve performance. Since it is challenging to manage hundreds of knobs under diverse database instances and query workloads in the changing cloud environment, state-of-the-art methods turn to machine learning (ML) techniques to automate the tuning process. However, they either still incur significant tuning costs because they only rely on the runtime feedback of benchmark evaluations [6, 7], which is inefficient when the search space is high-dimensional (e.g., DBMS expose hundreds of knobs) and heterogeneous (e.g., a knob can be in continuous or categorical values), or they only yield sub-optimal performance since they utilize domain knowledge in a limited way (e.g., only consider suggested values of knobs from manuals) [4, 5].
Unlike ML-based tuning methods that tune DBMS based on performance statistics, human database administrators (DBAs) leverage domain knowledge instead, including which knobs are worth tuning under certain scenarios\textsuperscript{1}, and which values to be considered given the unique semantics of a knob\textsuperscript{2}. While it is widely acknowledged that such knowledge is invaluable in guiding the tuning process, such wisdom seems exclusive to humans and inaccessible to machines due to the barriers in natural language understanding.

Recently, the advent of LLM makes it possible to leverage natural language knowledge. However, even equipped with the powerful LLM, it is still non-trivial to bridge the gap between black-box optimization and white-box domain knowledge, mainly due to three challenges: \textit{C1. Lengthy and complex data pipeline}. Domain knowledge typically comes in the form of DBMS documents and discussions from web forums, which could be heterogeneous in format and noisy in contents. To leverage such knowledge, it involves a complex and lengthy data pipeline: data ingestion, data cleaning, data integration and data extraction. \textit{C2. The brittle nature of LLM}. It is challenging to utilize LLM to solve complex and domain-specific tasks, because small modifications to the prompt can cause large variations in the model outputs, and the inevitable hallucination problem of LLM (i.e., LLM can generate answers that seem correct but are factually false). \textit{C3. Lack of a knowledge-aware optimization framework}. The inherent design of optimization algorithms like Bayesian Optimization (BO) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) does not support the integration of external domain knowledge directly, necessitating extensive modifications to their standard workflows.

Our recent work GPTuner \textsuperscript{[3]}, which is accepted by VLDB 2024, addresses these challenges using an LLM-enhanced BO approach. For \textit{C1} and \textit{C2}, we develop a LLM-based pipeline with two error correction mechanisms to collect and refine heterogeneous knowledge, and propose a prompt ensemble algorithm to unify a structured view of the refined knowledge. For \textit{C3}, using the structured knowledge, we design a workload-aware and training-free knob selection strategy, develop a search space optimization technique considering the value range of each knob, and propose a Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian Optimization Framework to explore the optimized space.

This demo lets conference attendees experience GPTuner in action. After specifying the target DBMS, the optimization metric and the customized workload, visitors can (1) invoke an LLM to help identify which knobs are worth tuning and only tune these knobs, (2) interact with an LLM-based pipeline to see how multi-source heterogeneous knowledge with noise is transformed into a unified structured view, (3) visualize the process of using the structured knowledge to optimize the value range of each knob, (4) execute the BO to explore the optimized space, and finally (5) visualize the optimization process and export the satisfied knob configuration in SQL format such that it can be deployed directly. Our implementation and a video are available at https://github.com/SolidLao/GPTuner and https://youtu.be/Hz5Zck-9TlA, respectively.

\section{SYSTEM OVERVIEW}

\textbf{Workflow.} Figure 1 depicts the tuning pipeline of GPTuner. \textbullet{} User provides the DBMS to be tuned (PostgreSQL or MySQL), the target workload (TPC-C, TPC-H or a customized workload), and the optimization objective (latency or throughput). \textbullet{} GPTuner collects and refines the heterogeneous knowledge from different sources (GPT-4, DBMS manuals and web forums) to construct \textit{Tuning Lake}, a collection of DBMS tuning knowledge. \textbullet{} GPTuner unifies the refined tuning knowledge from \textit{Tuning Lake} into a structured view accessible to machines (e.g., JSON). \textbullet{} GPTuner reduces the search space dimensionality by selecting important knobs to tune (i.e., fewer knobs to tune means fewer dimensions). \textbullet{} GPTuner optimizes the value range of each knob based on structured knowledge. \textbullet{} GPTuner explores the optimized space via a novel Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian Optimization framework, and finally \textbullet{} identifies satisfactory knob configurations within resource limits (e.g., the maximum optimization time or iterations specified by users).

\textbf{Components.} We briefly discuss the three components of GPTuner in the following sections. For more technical details and experimental results, please refer to our research paper \textsuperscript{[3]}.

\section{KNOWLEDGE HANDLER}

\subsection{Knowledge Preparation}

In this part, \textit{Knowledge Handler} aims to prepare a reliable natural language knowledge base. It leverages LLM to (1) prepare multi-source knowledge from GPT-4, DBMS manuals and web forums, (2) filter out noisy contents by comparing the knowledge with its DBMS system view (e.g., \textit{pg\_settings} from PostgreSQL), (3) summarize the multi-source knowledge by handling the possible conflict between the remaining knowledge in a priority way (i.e., manuals have the highest priority while GPT-4 has the lowest due to its hallucination problem), and (4) check and revise the summarization to make sure it is factual consistent with the source contents.

\subsection{Knowledge Transformation}

In the knowledge transformation stage, \textit{Knowledge Handler} intends to transform the refined knowledge into a structured view accessible to machines (e.g., JSON). In the context of DBMS knob tuning, we primarily consider four types of attributes: \textit{suggested\_values}, \textit{min\_value}, \textit{max\_value} and \textit{special\_value}, whose roles are discussed in Section 4.2. Next, we use LLM to extract the values of the four attributes from the knowledge. To address the effect of the brittle nature of LLM as much as possible, we propose a \textit{Prompt Ensemble Algorithm} since it is useful to acquire a more reliable result by aggregating multiple imperfect but effective results. Specifically, we prepare different prompts by sampling distinct examples for each prompt to utilize the in-context learning of LLM, and aggregate the results generated by each prompt with a Majority Vote strategy.

\section{SEARCH SPACE OPTIMIZER}

\subsection{Dimensionality Optimization}

In this part, \textit{Search Space Optimizer} prunes space dimensionality by identifying knobs that have a significant impact on the DBMS performance, and only tunes these important knobs. Specifically, it utilizes LLM to simulate DBA’s empirical judgement in real-world scenarios and select knobs by considering the following four factors: \textit{(1) DBMS Product}. After years of tuning practice, it is empirically known which knobs are important for a certain DBMS product.
Since such wisdom is included in the corpus of GPT-4, we can extract it by prompting GPT-4 to recommend knobs based on the DBMS product. (2) Workload Characteristics. Different workloads have distinct requirements on DBMS resources, which are regulated by knobs. For example, given an I/O-intensive OLTP workload, DBAs would consider tuning disk-related knobs. (3) Query Bottleneck. Given LLM’s powerful analysis ability, LLM is capable of delving into the execution plans of queries, and choosing knobs related to the performance bottleneck. (4) Knob Dependency. Some knobs need to be tuned at the same time to take effect, and LLM can capture such dependency by reading DBMS manuals.

4.2 Range Optimization

In this part, Search Space Optimizer utilizes the structured knowledge in Section 3.2 to optimize the value range of each knob.

Region Discard. For numerical knobs, Search Space Optimizer limits the value scope of a knob between min_value and max_value. DBAs summarized such values in manuals, and we extract them to discard meaningless value ranges, including values that are unlikely to result in promising performance, that could seize too many system resources, and that could even make the DBMS crash.

Tiny Feasible Space. Search Space Optimizer uses suggested_values to define a reliable discrete space. Such values are valuable since they performed well in the past and can serve as good starting points for the new scenario. However, they may not be suitable for all cases, as the optimal knob setting depends on the specific environment, which is diverse. Instead of relying on these static values only, we dynamically apply a set of multiplicators on each suggested value. We conduct above deviation process for all numerical knobs, and the resulting discrete space is our Tiny Feasible Space, where Tiny means the possible number of values is significantly reduced, and Feasible indicates the chosen values are promising.

Virtual Knob Extension. In modern DBMS, there are knobs using special values to do something different from what the knobs normally do. However, optimizers may never trial these values (even though it could be the optimal) since the likelihood of sampling them is extremely low [2]. Therefore, we provide separate boolean virtual knobs to control each knob with special values. Specifically, the virtual knobs are exposed to optimizers to determine whether the “normal value range” or “special value” is activated.

5 CONFIGURATION RECOMMENDER

Configuration Recommender utilizes a novel Coarse-to-Fine BO Framework to explore the search space under the guidance of domain knowledge, and recommends well-performing configurations. In the first stage, BO only explores a discrete subspace of the whole heterogeneous space (the Tiny Feasible Space defined in Section 4.2). This subspace is small in size but promising to contain good configurations since we generate it based on the reliable domain knowledge. In the next stage, to avoid the overlapping problem of coarse-grained search (it is inevitable to lose some useful configurations for any space reduction technique), BO explores the heterogeneous space thoroughly with the other two optimizations in Section 4.2. Moreover, we use the samples from the first stage to bootstrap the surrogate model of BO in the second stage. After the two stages, the recommender outputs the best-performing knob configurations found within the budget limits specified by users.

6 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

This section demonstrates how visitors interact with GPTuner to tune their DBMS in two scenarios. Visitors have the opportunity to invoke GPT models. However, since this takes time and money, we provide intermediate results in advance for better interactivity.

Database Administrators (DBAs). Let us now walk through a typical scenario where a DBA aims to optimize a frequently running workload in the company. She first provides basic information related to the performance bottleneck. Given LLM’s powerful analysis ability, LLM is capable of delving into the execution plans of queries, and choosing knobs related to the performance bottleneck.

Client Knowledge-Based Config Recommender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knob: binlog_cache_size</th>
<th>suggested_value</th>
<th>s.g.t. min</th>
<th>s.g.t. max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>virtual_knob</td>
<td>44 GB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: System Overview of GPTuner
the page updates to present the knowledge process pipeline for that knob. She can use knowledge from multiple sources, and provide her unique tuning insight as "Additional Suggestion". Clicking the button in G, GPTuner filters noisy knowledge contradicting the system view in E, and the remaining consistent knowledge will be summarized in G. Next, GPTuner extracts the values of attributes from the summary, and generates the structured knowledge in E. At the same time, the optimized search spaces of the two stages are calculated and visualized in F. Finally, when she clicks "Start Tuning" in E, GPTuner executes BO to explore the search spaces from coarse granularity to fine granularity. The tuning process is visualized and the best performance is reported in real time. All configurations are presented in K, and she can export the satisfied configuration in SQL format and deploy it on her DBMS directly.

Figure 2: GPTuner Demonstration

Figure 3: GPTuner Result Page

Regular Engineers. Let us now walk through the second scenario where a regular engineer wants to try out GPTuner for automatic DBMS optimization. In F, she can choose TPC-C or TPC-H as the target workload, which are supported by Benchbase [1]. She can just leave knob selection default and learn about the tuning knowledge of each knob in E and F. She can see how important attributes can be extracted from E to obtain the structured knowledge in F, and see how efficiently GPTuner can reduce the search space in F, where the blue line denotes the default search space provided by DBMS vendors, the red line and blue dots denote the search spaces of our two-stage BO algorithm. Finally, by clicking "Start Tuning" in E, her target DBMS is optimized by GPTuner automatically.
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